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Submission content: I have reviewed the plan and very disappointed
that the plan knowingly targets very large number new dwellings to be
developed in Inner West suburbs in particular Marrickville and
Marrickville South. A look at "Figure 29: Tree canopy cover at 2011" of
your plan shows the Council has access to the data but somehow
allocated 22% new dwellings to be in the Easter CBD while the figure
shows it has already the minimum open space area. Apart from the
easiest allocation possible (which means perhaps the high level
decision is made without a careful look at the data), the local
distribution of new dwellings is also VERY concerning. Putting
Marrickville under a massive load to carry in terms of number of new
dwellings in cases with high rise apartments of 28 stories or in a less
controversial case, the development at the old Marrickville hospital site.
This is also done while North Sydney CBD or eastern bayside areas,
where most of the high level decision makers are living, surprisingly
has far smaller portion of the new dwelling allocated to them!!! I and my
family demand urgent reconsideration of distribution of new dwelling
with allocation of less to Marrickville and perhaps more to Mosman or
eastern sides. A simple look at the major industrial and urban hubs in
your report shows that Marrickville already has one of the smallest
undeveloped lands with close to no open space compared to greater



Western City or North Sydney suburbs. You started a good initiative
but I think you made the decisions then looked at the data, it looks very
much this way, whatever your argument is.
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